Abstract. In this paper, the event-triggered output feedback control problem is studied for uncertain networked control systems. Considering the full states information of system cannot be measured in practice, output feedback control with dynamic compensation function and observer-based state feedback control are derived respectively. Then, novel stability criterions are established to guarantee the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system based on the theory of Lyapunov stability and linear matrix inequality approach. Numerical examples are given to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Introduction
Networked Control Systems (NCSs) are distributed control system based on a communication network. Compared with the traditional point-to-point control system, NCSs have many advantages such as lower cost, less wiring, higher reliability, information resources sharing. However, control systems faced some issues to be addressed because of the involvement of the communication network, including time delay, packet dropout, communication constraints and so on. In recent years, event-triggered control method has been widespread concerned to solve these problems. The event-triggered control is that sampled signal is transmitted only if the predefined event-triggered condition is violated. In NCSs, the event-triggered control transfers data based on requirement of systems which avoid waiting time for sampling, decrease time delay, improve the utilization of feedback data.
where   In the following networked control systems, event generator will be used to determine that whether the sampled signal should be transmitted or not. The sampled signal is transmitted only when the predefined event-triggered condition is violated. In this paper, event-triggered condition depends on the error between the current sampling output date and the recent sampling update output date for transmission, and the current sampling output date.   
with K is output feedback control gain. Output error of system is
Therefore, the event-triggered condition is
When event-triggered condition (4) is violated, event generator is triggered, and control signal is transmitted.
And then, the close-loop system (1) can be expressed as follows
t BKCx t BKe t y t Cx t
Event-triggered observer-based state feedback control. 
The full dimension state observer is given by 
Ax t Bu t L y t y t y t Cx t
          (6)
t Ax t Bu t y t Cx t
We assume that state feedback controller is
where K is state feedback control gain.       e t x t x t   is used to define the observation error of system, so there is the equation of observation error
The output error of system is defined as
e t y t y t   . In the similar way, the event-triggered condition is given by
When event-triggered condition (10) is violated, event generator is triggered, and control signal is transmitted.
Based on the description above, the error between the state variable   
Therefore, the close-loop system (1) can be expressed as follows
Main Results
We first introduce the following three lemmas, which are important for developing the main result.
Lemma 1: Consider matrices X and Y with appropriate dimensions, the following inequality is established: 
PA A P PBKC C K B P PBK C PD E I
with known matrices of appropriate dimensions A , B , C , D and E , therefore we can prove asymptotic stability of system (5).
Proof: Construct the following Lyapunov function as
with P is a symmetric matrix. Taking the time derivative of   V x along the trajectory of system (5) 
V x x t Px t x t Px t
                          T T T T T y x t A
DF t E BKC Px t e t BK Px t x t P A DF t E BKC x t
          
T y x t PBKe t 
Then based on the lemma 1 and event-triggered condition (4), the following equation can be obtained.
V x x t P A DF t E BKC A DF t E BKC P x t x t PBKK B Px t
                T y y e t e t                  T T T T T x
t P A DF t E BKC A DF t E BKC P PBKK B P x t y t y t
                         T T T
T T x t P A DF t E BKC A DF t E BKC P PBKK B P C C x t
Obviously, system (5) is asymptotic stability when 0   . According to lemma 3 
At last, linear matrix inequality (15) is obtained through using lemma 2.
Simulation Examples
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, Let us consider the continuous-time linear system with uncertain, whose matrices in (1) are given by 0 1 1 2 
 
In the same way, we consider the theorem 2, and then obtain tmin=-0.9687<0 , so a group of feasible solutions is 1.5977 2.5190 2.5190 0.0232 
Conclusions
This paper has addressed the event-triggered output feedback control for uncertain networked control systems. Output feedback control method and observer-based state feedback control method have been presented. According to the event-triggered mechanism, two models of closed-loop systems have been setted up. By using Lyapunov function and linear matrix inequality approach, some new sufficient conditions that can guarantee the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system have been established. At last, two numerical examples have been given to illustrate the feasibility and efficiency.
